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Cloud computing does some things very well. It delivers applications and 
upgrades. It runs analysis on cloud-based big data. It connects distributed groups 
sharing communications and files. It provides a great environment for developing 
web applications and running test/dev processes.  

But public cloud storage is a different story. The cloud does deliver long-term, 
cost-effective storage for inactive backup and archives. Once the backup and archive data streams 
are scheduled and running they can use relatively low bandwidth as long as they are deduping on-
site before transport. (And as long as they do not have to be rehydrated pre-upload, which is 
another story.) This alone helps to save on-premises storage capacity and can replace off-site tape 
vaulting.  

But cloud storage users want more. They want to have the cost and agility advantages of the public 
cloud without incurring the huge expense of building one. They want to keep using the public cloud 
for cost-effective backup and archive, but they also want to use it for more active – i.e. primary – 
data. This is especially true for workloads with rapidly growing data sets that quickly age like 
collaboration and file shares. Some of this data needs to reside locally but the majority can be 
moved, or tiered, to public cloud storage. 

What does the cloud need to work for this enterprise wish list? Above all it needs to make public 
cloud storage an integral part of the on-premises primary storage architecture. This requires 
intelligent and automated storage tiering, high performance for baseline uploads and continual 
snapshots, no geographical lock-in, and a central storage management console that integrates cloud 
and on-premises storage. 

Hybrid cloud storage, or HCS, meets this challenge. HCS turns the public cloud into a true active 
storage tier for less active production data that is not ready to be put out to backup pasture. Hybrid 
cloud storage integrates on-premises storage with public cloud storage services: not as another 
backup target but as integrated storage infrastructure. The storage system uses both the on-
premises array and scalable cloud storage resources for primary data, expanding that data and data 
protection to a cost-effective cloud storage tier. 

Microsoft’s innovative and broad set of technology enables a true, integrated solution for hybrid 
cloud storage for business and government organizations – not just a heterogeneous combination 
of private cloud and public cloud storage offerings. Comprised of StorSimple cloud-integrated 
storage and the Windows Azure Storage service, HCS from Microsoft well serves the demanding 
enterprise storage environment, enabling customers to realize huge data management efficiencies 
in their Microsoft applications and Windows and VMware environments.  

This paper will discuss how the Microsoft solution for hybrid cloud storage, consisting of Windows 
Azure and StorSimple, is different from traditional storage, best practices for leveraging it, and the 
real world results from multiple customer deployment examples.    

http://tanejagroup.com/profiles-reports/request/tvs-storsimple-storing-data-the-right-way
http://tanejagroup.com/profiles-reports/request/tvs-storsimple-storing-data-the-right-way
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/solutions/storage-backup-recovery/#benefits
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 The Trouble with Tradition  

Worldwide data stores are roughly doubling every two years. Most of this growth is concentrated in 
unstructured data, whose growth rate is nearly double that of structured data. It is true that a good 
deal of unstructured data is in the form of copies from replication and archiving processes. These 
copies may be safely migrated off of primary storage onto cheap long-term cloud or tape storage. 
But the same cannot be said for fast-growing primary data and backing it up.  

An abundance of applications produce active unstructured files including office document 
applications, email, content management systems, and PDF document formats; as well as intensive 
graphics and streaming data from engineering, healthcare, utilities, and entertainment industries. 
This is where the real data growth is occurring, which has a significant impact on Tier 2 storage 
capacity, backup performance, and data protection. Throw in big energy costs and limited data 
center real estate, and data growth presents a very, very serious obstacle to protecting critical data 
and enabling business continuity.  

Storage vendors understand these problems very well and over the years have developed many 
storage products for a hungry market. Base products have included SAN and NAS primary storage 
arrays, backup software, disk or tape backup systems, and dedupe appliances. More recent 
development has added native dedupe, snapshots and replication to backup solutions as well as 
adding the cloud as a backup target.  These products and more do work to stave off data disasters. 
The problem is that in the face of massive data growth, traditional technologies are creating big 
new problems while solving others. They become a drain on the budget and make the storage 
infrastructure even more complex than it already is.   

 Complexity. The enterprise storage infrastructure is complex by nature. It is traditionally 
constructed from disparate storage systems with all of their attendant hardware and software, 
networking components, applications, operating systems, and increasingly cloud backup 
targets. And within each system IT adds replication, upgraded dedupe, software and hardware 
upgrades, and cloud targets to create even more complex and hard-to-manage infrastructure.  

 Poor data protection and recovery practices. Traditional data protection methods frequently 
result in long backup and recovery times. Additional challenges include continuing operating 
expenses and IT overhead to protect growing data stores. The problem is endemic in tape 
environments and also extends to simply using the cloud as a backup target. Traditional 
vendors have done relatively little to improve these badly aging processes.  

 Tape. Tape remains a strong performer in the storage infrastructure as a secondary or 
tertiary/vaulted storage tier. However, there are environmental issues that occur over time that 
compromise tape media such as frequent media churn. IT often manually manages tape 
scheduling and media, which creates high risk for inadvertent overwrites. (Even in 
sophisticated tape libraries IT must properly set up schedules and make very sure that the 
robotics are working.) Transporting tapes are also high risk with dire consequences for data 
loss. Even if the tape retains its integrity, a large restore can take days or weeks of manual tape 
handling and chasing down backup rabbit holes.  

Hybrid Cloud Storage  

Traditional on-premises storage and public cloud as a backup dumping ground may be keeping IT 
afloat, but treading water isn’t good enough anymore given ongoing data growth. Hybrid cloud 
storage (HCS) platforms significantly improve both environments by integrating them with one 
another, creating a single and highly extensible storage stack from on-premises to the public cloud 
and back again. In this fully integrated architecture, IT retains on-premises storage strengths such 
as local performance for active data, fast recovery, and strongly encrypted data, coupled with cloud-
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based storage capacity on-demand. At the same time the cloud also provides a very secure and 
efficient storage tier for timely data protection and recovery. The advantages of this highly scalable 
architecture are particularly strong when managing massive data growth in unstructured and semi-
structured data such as files shares, SharePoint and large archives.  

EVOLUTION OF THE HYBRID CLOUD MODEL 

The public cloud began life as a remote 
computing model that allowed 
software vendors to deliver and 
upgrade applications over the web. 
This capability spurred developers to 
develop more SaaS applications, and 
also to use the cloud as a dynamic and 
cost-effective testing and development 
environment.  

The third wave of development 
employed the cloud’s massive 
scalability for data storage. Given 
bandwidth challenges, its usefulness 
was mainly constrained either as a 
backup/archival target, or as cloud-

based active data storage such as streaming data and digital assets, or SaaS running on web-based 
data. Analytics and eDiscovery processes are examples of the latter.  

HSC now represents a new phase in the cloud model: a storage infrastructure that integrates the 
high performance and control of on-premises storage with the dynamic scalability of the public 
cloud.  This is not a bolt-on connection between different data locations. It’s a whole new ballgame.  

WHAT NEW BALLGAME? 

Let’s take a look at what tightly integrated, hybrid cloud storage infrastructure looks like compared 
to poorly integrated standalone on-premises and cloud storage systems.  

 

Customer 
Needs  

Legacy Storage + Cloud Hybrid Cloud Storage 

Scalability 

 

Clouds provide economical scalability for 
retained data stores; on-premises storage 
can be very expensive to scale. 

 

Cloud storage becomes an instantly 
scalable and manageable storage tier in 
the hybrid infrastructure model. 

Data 
Availability 

 

Tape is an economic choice for long-term 
vaulting but recoverability is untrustworthy. 
Data transport speeds to and from the cloud 
are slow; baseline transfers and large scale 
recoveries can take days to weeks.  

If properly designed, cloud snapshots 
let data quickly back up to and restore 
from the cloud storage tier. 
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Disaster 
Recovery 

Snapshots are critical to fast Recovery Point 
and Recovery Time Objectives but snapshots 
are grounded on the arrays and thus 
geographically vulnerable.   

 

Storing snapshots to the cloud 
decreases the risk of on-premises data 
disasters taking local snapshots.   

 

Manageability  

 

Storage infrastructure management usually 
requires IT to manage disparate systems 
including tape, VTLs, shared and direct-
attached disk, remote sites, and the cloud.  

 

Replace high management overhead 
with centralized management across 
the data lifecycle, including the cloud.  

 

BEST PRACTICES FOR HYBRID CLOUD STORAGE  

These bullet points are the functionality to look for when evaluating a hybrid cloud storage 
solution. Note that the HSC architecture addresses deficiencies in both technology and IT best 
practices.  

 Centralized management. It is difficult to manage any disparate storage system, let alone the 
cloud. Properly designed HCS lets IT practice centralized monitoring and control for both on-
premises and cloud storage. Management services should run on-premises and in the cloud, 
freely exchanging information between each other and reporting to a central management 
console. This ability enables the cloud to become a managed tier of the storage infrastructure, 
not an opaque backup target.   

 Recoverability. On-premises snapshots are a mature and highly efficient data protection 
technology, and HCS technology takes scheduled snapshots to capture data changes at given 
intervals. The issue with snapshots however is that they have been limited to on-premises 
storage, and so are subject to the same disasters that threaten primary data. HCS adds a robust 
layer of data protection by enabling the cloud to store and enable restoration from snapshots. 
Cloud snapshots extend snapshot technology’s extreme usefulness from the arrays to the cloud 
for both data protection and lower operating costs.  

 Cloud as an easily accessible tier for primary data. Companies frequently use the public 
cloud as a backup and/or archive target but not as a dynamic storage tier. HCS adds data access 
and management tools that allow IT to use the cloud as an active storage tier.  Many companies 
will still choose to archive files to the cloud tier, but unlike vaulted tape will be able to actively 
manage and restore them whenever required. This cloud-based tier is much more than sent-
and-forget archives; it is a new storage level that enables IT to keep archived data immediately 
available for restoration. This approach to tiering is much more efficient than cycling tapes and 
lets IT replace a vaulted tape tier with dynamic cloud storage for inactive files including backup, 
archive and historical data.  

 Scalability. Scalability is a distinct strength of the public cloud, and some on-premises storage 
systems are also built for high scalability.  However, it is challenging to integrate the two 
environments to optimize scalability. The best that many environments can do is to maintain 
primary storage performance by archiving aging data to the cloud. But HSC expands scalability 
across the infrastructure by integrating on-premises and cloud scalability for active data. This 
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architecture offers IT an on-premises local array for enterprise performance, and instant scale 
as needed by integrating public cloud storage services. 

 Trusted disaster recovery. DR is a primary example of a process that everyone knows they 
should be doing, but many struggle to do well. The problem is two-fold: 1) the expense of 
buying and managing additional equipment for remote hot sites and 2) for the awkward and 
uncertain DR testing process that needs to test what happens to downed production 
environments without actually downing anything. HSC on the other hand leverages cost-
effective public cloud storage as an immediate DR site. Normally the public cloud is not suitable 
for fast restores, particularly on a larger scale given slow data transfer speeds. Of course, 
neither are tape vaults with potentially hundreds of tapes required for a major restore. Within a 
properly designed HSC architecture, the cloud provides rapid recovery of only needed data, and 
IT can rapidly recover data to a new production environment without the expense of a remote 
DR site.  

Windows Azure and StorSimple – A True Hybrid Cloud Storage Offering 

Windows Azure and StorSimple combine to create an enterprise-level hybrid cloud storage 
solution. The integrated environment enables IT to place active data across multiple optimized 
tiers, to efficiently protect data and quickly restore it, and to provide economical long-term data 
retention for backup and archives. Centralized management of on-premises and cloud tiers 
completes the picture for enterprise IT.  

This architecture is not a gateway device nor does it treat the cloud as a dumbed-down storage tier. 
The StorSimple system administrates storage tasks between StorSimple on-premises storage and 
Windows Azure.  Windows Azure provides highly scalable, secure online storage along with APIs 
and web services to maximize the cloud as a storage tier. The systems continually exchange 
management and data information between one another to support centralized administration.  

The architecture serves StorSimple’s stated purpose: to fill the storage needs of business-critical 
Tier 2 applications. Tier 1 storage processing is usually reserved for intensive, random access data 
in business-critical databases. Tier 2 applications like file shares and SharePoint have different 
storage needs: their active datasets are relatively smaller and do not require the same level of 
intensive storage processing as Tier 1. However, Tier 2 applications generate huge volumes of 
progressively cooler data that IT must safely retain for recoverability and compliance. The result is 
fully manageable and highly recoverable hybrid cloud storage. StorSimple and Windows Azure 
combine storage technologies to provide highly scalable, cost-effective and well protected 
infrastructure for Microsoft SharePoint and file shares, VMware and Hyper-V environments, and 
large data archives.  
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KEY CAPABILITIES 

Active Tiering 

The heart of hybrid cloud storage management is active tiering. Tiering is hardly new but 
StorSimple’s approach is: it continuously identifies data set policies and characteristics, and 
automatically places data sets on one of four storage tiers (including Windows Azure). Tier 1 is very 
active data located in the SSDs. This data is not deduped or compressed. Tier 2 is frequently 
accessed data still located in the SSDs and undergoing primary dedupe. Tier 3 is occasionally 
accessed data located in the HDDs, deduped and compressed. Tier 4 stores inactive data in the 
cloud, where it remains quickly recoverable. All tiers are centrally managed. This extremely 
efficient tiering capability offers greatly reduced TCO.  

Data Protection  

Traditional data protection is separated by the divide between on-premises storage and the public 
cloud. Windows Azure and StorSimple data protection features are integrated. For example, 
StorSimple makes it possible to administer snapshots both on the local system and the data stored 
on Windows Azure. Windows Azure also offers native replication capabilities both locally and 
remotely by replicating to a different Windows Azure data center. The system uses volume-level 
metadata mapping to enable fast data recovery to an on-premises StorSimple system independent 
of location. This level of protection and integration enables IT to centrally plan, administrate and 
monitor data protection and recovery throughout the storage infrastructure.   

Scalability 

StorSimple extends Windows Azure scalability to active data storage. This is not usually the case in 
traditional storage infrastructure due to cloud latency, which makes it ideal for storing backup and 
archive but less than ideal for active data. StorSimple customers can and will use scalable Windows 
Azure to securely store backup and archival, but they are not bound to this limited usage. By using 
Windows Azure as a fully integrated storage tier, StorSimple’s on-premises storage system gains 
the cloud’s always-available scalability.  

KEY BENEFITS 

 Lower TCO.  Hybrid cloud storage with Windows Azure and StorSimple replaces legacy 
primary storage, backup hardware and software, and tape systems for big CAPEX and OPEX 
savings. IT can dispense with recurring capital and licensing costs in favor of easily scaled cloud 
storage. They can also significantly reduce the cost of remote DR sites by leveraging a single 
StorSimple device and recovering cloud snapshots from Windows Azure. The results are 
notable, with many customers reporting storage savings of 60-80%.  

 Availability and recoverability. Location-independent thin restores via cloud snapshots allow 
IT to quickly restore data from the cloud, replacing days of tape shipments or data downloads. 
Redundant enterprise-grade architecture keeps the on-premises SAN highly available while 
automated snapshots simplify and raise the levels of data protection and recoverability.  

 Scalability. Public cloud architecture is foundationally scalable. StorSimple brings that 
scalability into the storage infrastructure by turning Windows Azure into an integrated storage 
tier. This is particularly advantageous for a range of Tier 2 enterprise applications with large 
volumes of inactive but long-term retained data.  

 Manageability. Cloud-integrated management combines on-premises and cloud storage 
management. It shares information and enables IT to monitor and optimize the entire storage 
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infrastructure from primary through disaster recovery without switching from interface to 
interface and toolset to toolset.  

 Security. Strong security is crucial to storing enterprise data in the cloud. StorSimple provides 
AES-256 encryption to secure data moving to and stored on Windows Azure, which further 
applies strong internal security in the cloud to assure data integrity. StorSimple with Windows 
Azure also offers the security of Microsoft’s ISO 27001:2005-accredited data centers.  

Customer Stories 

#1 LARGE GLOBAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 

Focus: Cut archiving costs, improve DR function 

This Windows Azure/StorSimple customer works around the world providing consulting, 
engineering, construction, operations and program management for large infrastructure projects. 
Its revenue is over $3 billion.  

With its massive customer base comes massive data. The customer was experiencing sharply rising 
storage costs along with diminishing service levels. Hugely growing data was also impacting the 
ability to deliver projects on time. The customer needed to reengineer the global storage 
infrastructure for much better efficiencies, and to reduce the large amount of IT administrative 
overhead.  

The customer researched several offerings and decided on the Windows Azure/StorSimple hybrid 
cloud storage offering. The solution promised to efficiently manage the storage infrastructure at the 
large enterprise level without sacrificing system performance.  Deployment was simple with the 
solution going operational 24 hours after initial installation.  

The customer is using the solution for multi-tier data archiving, primary NAS storage, and for 
migrating Documentum data. They plan to do a similar migration project for SharePoint. Windows 
Azure/StorSimple adoption has reduced archiving costs from $1.85 to $.10/Gb/year with no loss in 
performance, which in turn has significantly improved DR performance.  

#2 LARGE FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY SERVICES CONTRACTOR 

Focus: Control virtual machine storage costs 

The customer offers technology solutions to the U.S. federal government and commercial 
enterprise. As a government technology provider it has extreme compliance requirements, and is 
growing rapidly both internally and through acquisitions. Compliance pressures made it difficult to 
use the traditional cloud to store growing data, but its internal storage infrastructure was fractured 
into disparate storage systems dating from various acquisitions. Performance and capacity were 
both suffering. 

The customer needed a new economical storage solution that could meet some tough new 
requirements: create an infrastructure that would integrate data storage, scale to support fast 
growth, improve DR, and reduce IT overhead. The product would also need to be certified with 
VMware and Microsoft since the customer had a large VMware environment running Windows 
Server and SharePoint.  

Only Windows Azure/StorSimple qualified. A single StorSimple system with Windows Azure 
provides local and cloud storage, tiered data movement, deduplication, and DR. The infrastructure 
is highly scalable and will grow along with customer needs. One of those needs is managing storage 
for a critical SharePoint deployment. The solution allows them to store the Binary Large Objects 
(BLOB) on StorSimple (vs. SharePoint databases) and reduced on-premises storage requirements 
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up to 95 percent by compressing, deduping and automatically tiering aging data to the cloud. Auto-
tiering also directed frequently accessed metadata to fast local SSD drives for improved SharePoint 
performance and scalability.  

In spite of this advanced functionality, this hybrid cloud storage solution from Microsoft proved to 
be significantly less expensive than a traditional storage alternative. Much of this cost effectiveness 
came from StorSimple replacing legacy equipment and processes including the legacy SAN, 
additional storage systems, and tape backups. The customer reported a $50K in initial cost savings. 
Management capability, simplified systems, improved DR and integrated infrastructure continue to 
save IT time and lower risk.  

#3 GLOBAL MANUFACTURER 

Focus: Improve backup and restore at lower cost 

This large office system manufacturer also struggled with backup and DR for their critical 
SharePoint systems and file shares. The customer used SharePoint for document workflow 
management and collaboration but the large volumes of data were consistently overrunning 
backup windows. 24 to 36 hour backups were not uncommon, and many of the backups failed. A 
single database restore could take two hours or more and a complete SharePoint restore would 
take at least two days. On top of all of this, software and hardware costs for backing up SharePoint 
were dramatically increasing.  

These data protection issues represented a level of risk that the customer could not accept. At the 
same time that the SharePoint team began looking for a better backup solution, the customer had 
also formed a committee for reviewing cloud technologies to aid with the overall storage 
infrastructure.  

Both groups found the same solution: hybrid cloud storage with Windows Azure and StorSimple. 
Automated, cloud-based data protection allowed the SharePoint team to offload archival and older 
backups to the public cloud, relieving the backup pressure and capacity demands of the SharePoint 
installation. Data stored on the SAN was reduced by 46%. By externalizing BLOBs, automating data 
protection with cloud-based snapshots, and deduping data, SharePoint data protection 
performance shot up by 75% compared to the old backup system and restore times reduced by 
87%. Lower CAPEX and OPEX costs, including decreased management time and money saved on 
software licenses, resulted in a 50% savings.  

The customer’s file sharing environments also benefited. The company added file shares to the 
StorSimple system for increased data protection and storage infrastructure efficiency. They also 
began to replicate file shares from remote offices to the StorSimple system in the corporate data 
center, which let the company cost-effectively extend data control and protection to its remote sites 
as well.  

Taneja Group Opinion 

The technology industry throws around the phrase “market leader” a lot. To make this work for any 
vendor, their writers decide on the narrowest possible slice of a vendor product that no one else is 
doing quite that way, and proclaims that the vendor is the “market leader” in this tiny technical 
segment. Cynicism flourishes as a result of this practice. 

But there are a few true market leaders out there offering technology that matters to the industry, 
whose work is part of important technical and business shifts. Microsoft is a true market leader in 
this sense, with its ability to turn cloud storage into an integrated tier for an extensible hybrid cloud 
storage infrastructure. Its close integration of StorSimple with Windows Azure is excellent for 
customers: Windows Azure enables StorSimple to provide highly scalable on-premises and cloud 
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infrastructure, and StorSimple lets Windows Azure to grow beyond its public cloud service roots to 
a hybrid cloud storage offering.  

Windows Azure and StorSimple is an innovative solution based on proven technology. Risk-averse 
enterprise customers will not have to trust their data to the bleeding edge. They will gain public 
cloud storage economies along with on-premises high performance and overall data security. The 
extended primary storage platform serves the enterprise in today’s fast-growing storage 
environments, and into the future as continued data growth presents the enterprise with new 
challenges and new opportunities.  

 

.NOTICE: The information and product recommendations made by Taneja Group are based upon public 
information and sources and may also include personal opinions both of Taneja Group and others, all of which we 
believe to be accurate and reliable. However, as market conditions change and not within our control, the 
information and recommendations are made without warranty of any kind. All product names used and 
mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners. Taneja Group, Inc. assumes no responsibility or 
liability for any damages whatsoever (including incidental, consequential or otherwise), caused by your use of, or 
reliance upon, the information and recommendations presented herein, nor for any inadvertent errors that may 
appear in this document. 


